Targeted nano analysis of water and ions using cryocorrelative light and scanning transmission electron microscopy.
Cryo fluorescence imaging coupled with the cryo-EM technique (cryo-CLEM) avoids chemical fixation and embedding in plastic, and is the gold standard for correlated imaging in a close to native state. This multi-modal approach has not previously included elementary nano analysis or evaluation of water content. We developed a new approach allowing analysis of targeted in situ intracellular ions and water measurements at the nanoscale (EDXS and STEM dark field imaging) within domains identified by examination of specific GFP-tagged proteins. This method allows both water and ions- fundamental to cell biology- to be located and quantified at the subcellular level. We illustrate the potential of this approach by investigating changes in water and ion content in nuclear domains identified by GFP-tagged proteins in cells stressed by Actinomycin D treatment and controls. The resolution of our approach was sufficient to distinguish clumps of condensed chromatin from surrounding nucleoplasm by fluorescence imaging and to perform nano analysis in this targeted compartment.